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 So we have covered the first part of the scoreboard - sales and sales pace. Everything else is 
moot if you are not meeting this first thing. But, as long as I've been in this business, I am still 
amazed at how many people do not track cost of sales on a monthly basis - if ever. Remember 
you can't manage it unless you can measure it.  
 
      I had a friend some years back who complained that the restaurant business sucked! He had 
good sales but just kept squeaking by, hardly even getting paid. I asked him about inventories 
and what his food, beer and wine costs were, and I just got back the deer in the headlight stare. 
So I explained how it worked and that you do it at a minimum of once a week. He said "no way, 
too much work and I'm already too busy". He is no longer in business. 
 
      This is vital. Here me now or believe me later, yes this is work (about 3 hours a month) but 
the hassle is way out-stripped by the rewards. If you are unfamiliar with how they work I have 
added the section from my book The Brewery Operations Manual, to explain.  
 
     But for purposes of the scoreboard, I write down what we sell. In our case it is Beer, Wine, 
Food, Beverages (cokes etc.) and Merchandise. Next to each one I write the target cost of goods 
sold % goal. So for beer my goal is very generous at 12%. Which means for every dollar of 
revenue I collect .12 covers yeast, hops and malted barley (I don't calculate water in - that's too 
difficult).  
 
      This is important. If I do inventory and the number is 15%, then I know there is a problem 
somewhere. Could be theft, hop prices going up, or a food invoice got coded to beer. Either 
way I need to know this so I can address it and make changes. 
 
     Once I have all my inventories done, I post this number on the scoreboard. If I hit my goal 
and the % is where is should be or even better - less, then I write it in black. If my % is higher 
than my goal I write it in red. If all my numbers are in the black then I do not need to do 
anything until the next inventory at the end of the month. If there is one that is in red, then I 
know I need to find the cause, correct it and do another quick inventory to make sure it is 
right.  Here is an explanation of how to do inventories.  
 
  Cost of Sales 
 To calculate cost of sales you use the following formula:  
Beginning inventory, plus purchases, minus ending inventory, equals cost of sales. 
 
 Next, you take this number and divide it by your sales to come up with a cost of sales as a 
percent. This is a very important figure in your budget.  
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 The first thing you do is to establish a beginning inventory. This will be done on the first day of 
the month. To do this you will need to inventory all the things you sell, such as grain, hops, and 
finished beer etc., and then multiply each item by what the item costs per unit (your cost). 
Next, add all the total columns to come up with a total value of the inventory. This will give you 
your current inventory in dollars.  
 
If you would like a copy of the inventory spreadsheet we use, just contact me. Cheers! 
 
Next up: Monitor Your Patient: Part 3 where we get into Labor, the final section of the 
scoreboard. 
 
 

 
 


